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STRATEGY HIGHLIGHTS 
Objective1 To add +60 basis points (bps) of annualized 

excess return over the Bloomberg Barclays 
U.S. Long Govt/Credit Index over a full 
market cycle. 

Target Sources 
of Excess Return 

• Sector Allocation 20-40 bps 

• Security Selection 15-40 bps 

• Duration/Curve/Currency 0-10 bps 
   

 
INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY & PROCESS 
• PGIM Fixed Income’s Long Duration Government Credit Fixed Income portfolios are 

managed based on the philosophy that research-driven security selection is the most 
consistent strategy for adding value to client portfolios. We complement that base strategy 
with modest sector rotation, duration management, and disciplined trade execution. Risk 
budgeting is central to our approach. 

• The Strategy typically generates its excess return from both sector allocation and 
subsector/security allocation, in fairly equal increments. Duration and yield curve positioning 
is generally de-emphasized, but will be considered when exceptional market opportunities 
dictate. 

• Our portfolios take an actively-managed, relative-value driven approach to security 
selection. 

– We analyze various security relationships in the market in order to exploit temporary 
market inefficiencies.  

– Each trade is intended to capture relative value, with the sum of all security selection 
expected to contribute a meaningful portion of expected excess return over time.  

– The Strategy is expected to perform best in markets with excess spread dislocations that 
it can capitalize on through relative value trading.  

– In contrast, a low volatility interest rate environment with little spread or interest rate 
movements would most likely lead to more stable security-to-security relationships and, 
in turn, make it more difficult to outperform. 

• We believe that diversified portfolios, built through the integration of credit research, 
quantitative research, and risk management, can achieve consistent excess returns for 
clients with a high information ratio. 

 

 

 
Inception Date December 01, 2009 

Strategy Assets2 $10.2 billion 

Benchmark Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Long 
Govt/Credit Index 

  

 

Your capital is at risk and the value of investments can go down as well as up. No investment strategy or management technique can guarantee returns or eliminate 
risk in any market environment. Where overseas investments are held the rate of currency may cause the value of investments to fluctuate. Investments in emerging markets 
are by their nature higher risk and potentially more volatile than those inherent in some established markets. Non-USD securities are converted to USD using a spot rate 
conversion. 1There can be no guarantee that this objective will be achieved, on average, over a full market cycle defined as three to five years. 2 AUM as of December 31, 2019. 
Available for professional and institutional investors only. Please see the Notice for important disclosures regarding the information contained herein. 
 



Past performance is not a guarantee or a reliable indicator of future results. The value of investments can go down as well as up.  No investment strategy or management 
technique can guarantee returns or eliminate risk in any market environment. Please see the Notice for important disclosures regarding the information contained herein. Totals 
may not sum due to rounding. Source: PGIM Fixed Income. Source of Benchmark: Bloomberg Barclays. Where overseas investments are held the rate of currency may cause the value of 
investments to fluctuate. Investments in emerging markets are by their nature higher risk and potentially more volatile than those inherent in some established markets. Non-USD securities 
are converted to USD using a spot rate conversion. 1Periods over one year are annualized. 2Net returns reflect the deduction of investment advisory fees and other expenses. Gross and net 
performance have been calculated in U.S. dollars and reflect the deduction of transaction costs and withholding taxes, if any, and the reinvestment of income. 3Effective yield is calculated 
excluding the yield impact of foreign exchange positions and derivatives (other than interest rate futures, which are included in the calculation). 4Excludes cash and FX hedges. 5Middle of 
Moody's, S&P and Fitch ratings -- excluding cash and cash equivalents. Available for professional and institutional investors only. 
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   PERFORMANCE1,2 | PERIODS ENDING MARCH 31, 2020  

 

 
QTD YTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year Since Inception 

(01 Dec 2009) 
Gross Excess Returns (bps) -256 -256 -262 -56 -9 +40 +48 
Tracking Error (%) NM NM NM 1.42 1.16 1.02 1.01 
Information Ratio NM NM NM -0.33 -0.05 0.38 0.45 

Gross Excess Returns may reflect rounding differences. Information ratio and tracking error are not meaningful (NM) for periods less than 3 years. Additional performance information is 
available upon request. Please visit www.pgimfixedincome.com for contact information. 
 PORTFOLIO HIGHLIGHTS 

Sector Allocation (%) 

 

 
Portfolio Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Long 

Govt/Credit Index 
US Government 21.0 45.4 
Agencies 1.4 1.1 
Mortgages 2.0 0.0 
ABS 3.9 0.0 
CMBS 8.0 0.0 
IG Corporates 44.7 44.9 
Non-US Govt Related 0.1 0.4 
High Yield 2.4 0.0 
Emerging Markets 5.2 3.9 
Municipals 9.7 4.3 
Cash & Equivalents 1.6 0.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 

 

Representative Characteristics3 (%) 

 
Portfolio Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Long 

Govt/Credit Index 
Effective Duration (yrs) 15.79 15.91 
Effective Yield (%) 2.87 2.71 
Spread (bps) 221 144 
Average Coupon (%) 4.50 4.18 
Average Quality (Moody's) A1 Aa3 
Number of Issuers 300 567 

Corporate Industry Allocation (%) 

 
Portfolio Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Long 

Govt/Credit Index 
Finance 11.8 8.2 
Industrial 24.6 31.6 
Utility 11.1 5.8 
Non Credit 4.9 3.6 

Top 10 Industries (%) 
Electric 10.0 5.2 
Banking 8.1 4.5 
Non-US Govt Related 4.9 3.6 
Health Care & Pharma 4.8 5.2 
Pipelines & Other 3.2 1.9 
Insurance 3.2 2.8 
Telecom 2.4 3.6 
Cable 2.2 1.9 
Foods 2.0 2.7 
Technology 1.3 3.9 

 Quality Distribution4,5(%) 
 
 Portfolio Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Long 

Govt/Credit Index 
AAA 38.4 48.3 
AA 7.9 5.5 
A 20.6 21.2 
BBB 28.4 25.0 
BB 2.8 0.0 
B 0.1 0.0 
Not Rated 0.4 0.0 

 



The comments, opinions, and estimates contained herein are based on and/or derived from publicly available information from sources that PGIM Fixed Income believes to be reliable. We do 
not guarantee the accuracy of such sources or information. This outlook, which is for informational purposes only, sets forth our views as of this date. The underlying assumptions and our 
views are subject to change. Does not constitute a recommendation regarding the merits of any investments. Does not constitute investment advice and should not be used as the basis for 
any investment decision. Does not constitute a representation that any of the investments referenced or that any such investments would be profitable. Past performance is not a guarantee or 
reliable indicator of future results. Source: PGIM Fixed Income. 
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INVESTMENT COMMENTARY 
Markets 

Spreads widened sharply in Q1 as a one-two punch from the coronavirus and oil 
price shock led to acute declines across most spread sectors. When looking at the 
developed market rates complex, we observed some tangible improvement toward 
quarter end after steps by central banks to improve conditions across the most 
liquid rate markets. In particular, the Fed’s open-ended Treasury and MBS 
purchases, as well as its larger repurchase operations, narrowed the severe 
dislocation between off-the-run and on-the-run Treasuries. 
In the months ahead, it seems likely that the 10-year Treasury yield will remain in 
the lower half of its recent 0.3-1.3% range. Once recovery takes hold, a central 
tendency of 1.25-1.50% seems in order given the headwinds facing the global 
economy. In terms of the spread markets, credit selection will be paramount as the 
sudden stoppage of business activity will cause stresses across the economy. 
Nevertheless, most credits are likely to pull through the crisis and their spreads are 
likely to tighten over the coming 12 to 24 months. 
We maintain our positive view of the credit sectors over the medium to long term, 
and are currently overweight CMBS, ABS, high yield, emerging markets, and 
municipals. Within structured products, we are biased to own the top of the capital 
structure for liquidity and certainty of outcomes. We believe losses on CMBS 
mezzanine tranches are possible, but we are confident in the structural integrity of 
our senior positions. In high yield, we believe current spreads provide an attractive 
entry point. We also see opportunities in many higher-quality investment grade 
corporates with good liquidity. 
 
Portfolio 

During Q1, duration positioning detracted from performance, while yield curve 
positioning was a contributor. Positions in municipal bonds, CMBS, and high yield 
were the largest detractors from performance, while positions in Treasuries were 
the largest contributor. 
In credit, security selection within the electric & water, banking, and upstream 
energy industries contributed to performance. Security selection in the midstream 
energy industry was the largest detractor. 
 

 

PORTFOLIO MANAGERS 

 

PGIM FIXED INCOME 

PGIM Fixed Income is a global asset manager offering active solutions across 
all fixed income markets. As of December 31, 2019, the firm had $851 billion of 
assets under management, and over 759 institutional asset owners have 
entrusted PGIM Fixed Income with their assets.   
 
At PGIM Fixed Income our extensive size and scale benefits our clients in our 
ability to have the necessary resources to maintain large and deep research 
teams, implement world-class risk management systems, establish ourselves 
as a known entity to both corporate issuers and sell side analysts and add 
considerable value to our investment process in finding key opportunities for 
our investors.  
 
Our investment approach is supported by 301 investment professionals based 
in the U.S., London, Amsterdam, Tokyo, and Singapore as of December 31, 
2019. Senior investment personnel average 23 years tenure with the firm, 
providing stability and leadership. Nine regional macroeconomists, 110 
fundamental analysts, and 56 analysts in quantitative modeling, risk 
management, and portfolio analysis provide deep, broad perspectives on the 
global fixed income markets. 
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NOTICE: IMPORTANT INFORMATION: PGIM Fixed Income operates primarily through PGIM, Inc., a registered investment adviser under the U.S. Investment Advisers Act 
of 1940, as amended, and a Prudential Financial, Inc. (“PFI”) company. PGIM Fixed Income is headquartered in Newark, New Jersey and also includes the following 
businesses globally: (i) the public fixed income unit within PGIM Limited, located in London; (ii) PGIM Netherlands B.V. located in Amsterdam; (iii) PGIM Japan Co., Ltd. 
(“PGIM Japan”), located in Tokyo; and (iv) the public fixed income unit within PGIM (Singapore) Pte. Ltd., located in Singapore (“PGIM Singapore”).   PFI of the United States 
is not affiliated in any manner with Prudential plc, incorporated in the United Kingdom or with Prudential Assurance Company, a subsidiary of M&G plc, incorporated in the 
United Kingdom. Prudential, PGIM, their respective logos and the Rock symbol are service marks of PFI and its related entities, registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. 

These materials are for informational or educational purposes.  The information is not intended as investment advice and is not a recommendation about 
managing or investing assets.  In providing these materials, PGIM is not acting as your fiduciary. 

Past performance is not a guarantee or a reliable indicator of future results and an investment could lose value. All investments involve risk, including the 
possible loss of capital.  Performance results are stated gross and net of model fees.  Gross returns do not reflect the deduction of investment advisory fees or any other 
expenses that may be incurred in the management of the account.  Gross and net performance data has been calculated in US dollars and reflects the deduction of 
transaction costs and withholding taxes, if any, and the reinvestment of income.  Model net returns are calculated monthly by geometrically linking 1/12th of the highest 
standard advisory fee in effect for the respective period to the gross composite return.  The standard advisory fee schedule currently in effect is as follows:  0.28% on the first 
$50 million, 0.22% on the next $100 million, 0.20% on the next $100 million and 0.15% thereafter.  Actual client fees may vary depending on, among other things, the 
applicable fee schedule and portfolio size.  Returns for each client will be reduced by such fees and expenses as described in their individual contract.  Advisory fees are 
disclosed in PGIM Fixed Income's SEC Form ADV Part 2A, which is available upon request.  Fees may be higher for commingled accounts, insurance company separate 
accounts, and trust, corporate, or bank-owned life insurance products.  The composite shown may include accounts that are group annuity or life insurance products issued by 
PFI’s insurance company affiliate and its affiliated insurance subsidiaries.   

The financial indices referenced herein are provided for informational purposes only. The use of benchmarks has inherent limitations. The manager’s holdings and portfolio 
characteristics may differ from those of the benchmark(s). Additional factors impacting the performance displayed herein may include portfolio-rebalancing, the timing of cash 
flows, and differences in volatility, none of which impact the performance of the financial indices.  Financial indices may or may not reflect the reinvestment of income, if any, 
but do not reflect the impact of fees, applicable taxes or trading costs which may reduce the returns shown. You cannot invest directly in an index. The statistical data 
regarding such indices has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but has not been independently verified.  

This document may contain confidential information and the recipient hereof agrees to maintain the confidentiality of such information.  Distribution of this information to any 
person other than the person to whom it was originally delivered and to such person’s advisers is unauthorized, and any reproduction of this document, in whole or in part, or 
the divulgence of any of its contents, without PGIM Fixed Income’s prior written consent, is prohibited.  This material contains the current opinions of the manager and such 
opinions are subject to change without notice.  Certain information in this document has been obtained from sources that PGIM Fixed Income believes to be reliable, however 
we cannot guarantee their accuracy.  These materials are not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security or other financial 
instrument.  These materials do not provide any legal, tax or accounting advice.  These materials are for institutional investor use only, and are not intended for distribution in 
any jurisdiction where such distribution would be unlawful. 

In the European Economic Area (“EEA”), information is issued by PGIM Limited or PGIM Netherlands to persons who are professional clients as defined in Directive 
2014/65/EU (MiFID II). PGIM Limited’s registered office: Grand Buildings, 1-3 Strand, Trafalgar Square, London, WC2N 5HR. PGIM Limited is authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) of the United Kingdom (Firm Reference Number 193418). PGIM Netherlands B.V. is authorised by the Dutch Authority for the Financial 
Markets (Autoriteit Financiële Markten – AFM) as an alternative investment fund manager with MiFID top up service capabilities under registration number 15003620. PGIM 
Limited and PGIM Netherlands are authorized to provide services or operate with a passport in various jurisdictions in the EEA. In certain countries in Asia, information is 
presented by PGIM (Singapore) Pte. Ltd., a Singapore investment manager registered with and licensed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. In Japan, information is 
presented by PGIM Japan Co. Ltd., registered investment adviser with the Japanese Financial Services Agency. In South Korea, information is presented by PGIM, Inc., 
which is licensed to provide discretionary investment management services directly to South Korean investors. In Hong Kong, information is presented by representatives of 
PGIM (Hong Kong) Limited, a regulated entity with the Securities and Futures Commission in Hong Kong to professional investors as defined in Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the 
Securities and Futures Ordinance. It is anticipated that certain investment management services would be delegated to PGIM, Inc. the above-listed entities’ U.S. registered 
investment advisory affiliate. In Australia, this information is presented by PGIM (Australia) Pty Ltd (“PGIM Australia”) for the general information of its “wholesale” customers 
(as defined in the Corporations Act 2001). PGIM Australia is a representative of PGIM Limited, which is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian Financial Services 
License under the Australian Corporations Act 2001 in respect of financial services. PGIM Limited is exempt by virtue of its regulation by the FCA (Reg: 193418) under the 
laws of the United Kingdom and the application of ASIC Class Order 03/1099. The laws of the United Kingdom differ from Australian laws. In South Africa, PGIM, Inc. is an 
authorised financial services provider – FSP number 49012. 

Pursuant to the international adviser registration exemption in National Instrument 31-103, PGIM, Inc. is informing you of that: (1) PGIM, Inc. is not registered in Canada and is 
advising you in reliance upon an exemption from the adviser registration requirement under National Instrument 31-103; (2) PGIM, Inc.’s jurisdiction of residence is New 
Jersey, U.S.A.; (3) there may be difficulty enforcing legal rights against PGIM, Inc. because it is resident outside of Canada and all or substantially all of its assets may be 
situated outside of Canada; and (4) the name and address of the agent for service of process of PGIM, Inc. in the applicable Provinces of Canada are as follows: in Québec: 
Borden Ladner Gervais LLP, 1000 de La Gauchetière Street West, Suite 900 Montréal, QC H3B 5H4; in British Columbia: Borden Ladner Gervais LLP, 1200 Waterfront 
Centre, 200 Burrard Street, Vancouver, BC V7X 1T2; in Ontario: Borden Ladner Gervais LLP, 22 Adelaide Street West, Suite 3400, Toronto, ON M5H 4E3; in Nova Scotia: 
Cox & Palmer, Q.C., 1100 Purdy’s Wharf Tower One, 1959 Upper Water Street, P.O. Box 2380 - Stn Central RPO, Halifax, NS B3J 3E5; in Alberta: Borden Ladner Gervais 
LLP, 530 Third Avenue S.W., Calgary, AB T2P R3. 

INDEX DESCRIPTION: The benchmark for this composite is the Bloomberg Barclays US Long Government/Credit Bond Index. The index is a broad-based benchmark that 
measures the non-securitized component of the US Aggregate Index. It includes investment grade, US dollar-denominated, fixed-rate Treasuries, government-related and 
corporate securities. Securities must have a maturity of 10 years or greater and be rated investment-grade (Baa3/ BBB-/BBB-) or better using the middle rating of Moody’s, 
S&P, and Fitch. Source of the index: Bloomberg Barclays. 

Bloomberg Index Services Limited. BLOOMBERG® is a trademark and service mark of Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates (collectively “Bloomberg”). BARCLAYS® is a 
trademark and service mark of Barclays Bank Plc (collectively with its affiliates, “Barclays”), used under license. Bloomberg or Bloomberg’s licensors, including Barclays, own 
all proprietary rights in the Bloomberg Barclays Indices. Neither Bloomberg nor Barclays approves or endorses this material, or guarantees the accuracy or completeness of 
any information herein, or makes any warranty, express or implied, as to the results to be obtained therefrom and, to the maximum extent allowed by law, neither shall have 
any liability or responsibility for injury or damages arising in connection therewith. 
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